Pit Stop Line
Real innovation, real value.
Knowing when to replace industrial tires is critical - replace them too early and you risk spending too much, replace them too late and you risk machine and operator safety.

Trelleborg Wheel Systems have developed an innovation for our premium range tires that lets operators and fleet managers know with 100% accuracy when their tires need replacing - we call this innovation “Pit Stop Line”.

Pit Stop Line is simple - as the tires wear down a highly visible orange band appears on the tire surface indicating that replacement tires should be ordered and service fitting scheduled. When this Pit Stop Line appears on a tire it will have approximately 100 hours life remaining meaning that replacement tires can be fitted at the most convenient time.

Maximum value, maximum uptime

Typically industrial solid tires are replaced with 25% of life still remaining as guidelines on industrial tire safety are not well known. Choosing Pit Stop Line tires means that you always get maximum value for spend - by never replacing too early tire spend can be reduced by up to 20% over a typical 5 year lease*.

*based on 2 tires per year

Replacing tires early also means taking forklifts out of service needlessly resulting in potentially large productivity costs in a busy factory or warehouse. Choosing Pit Stop Line tires eliminates this downtime and keeps critical machines working.

Eliminate the cost of early tire replacement

Choosing Pit Stop Line means you can use a tire for its entire lifespan and can reduce the number of tire changes by up to 20%.
Choosing Pit Stop Line tires delivers more. More than the industry leading performance that you’d expect from Trelleborg and more than ensuring maximum value for spend and eliminating unnecessary downtime.

Beyond all this Pit Stop Line tires enhance safety, promote sustainability and simplify tire replacement.

NEW TIRE
33% WORN
66% WORN
APPROX. 100 HOURS TIRE LIFE REMAINING

Why choose Pit Stop Line?

MAXIMUM VALUE
Reduced spend

MAXIMUM UPTIME
Increased productivity

INCREASED SAFETY
Tire safety simplified

REDUCED IMPACT
Less waste

SERVICE MADE EASY
Better planning
Trelleborg is a world leader in engineered polymer solutions that seal, damp and protect critical applications in demanding environments. Our innovative engineered solutions accelerate performance for customers in a sustainable way. The Trelleborg Group has local presence in over 50 countries around the world.

WWW.TRELLEBORG.COM/WHEELS

facebook.com/Trelleborgmaterialhandling
linkedin.com/company/trelleborgwheelsystems
twitter.com/TrelleborgWheel